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A growing number of cyber-attacks show that simply abiding by compliance, and

managing cyber risks through multiple cybersecurity products alone is no longer sufficient

to protect companies. Instead, enterprise cyber risk should be correlated and quantified

based on mission-critical business demands. Hence, security and risk management

leaders need cyber risk quantification platforms that bring enterprise-wide visibility of cyber

risks and give real-time, actionable insights to prioritize and manage such risks. View our

session as experts walk through what Cyber Risk Quantification is all about. With the

proper solution and framework, learn how to prioritize critical areas throughout a

company’s key infrastructure and most vulnerable vectors across people, processes, and

technology, for both 1st and third-party. Key Take-Aways: - Applying an accurate measure

of the company's vulnerability to several types of cyberattacks, based on ATT&CK MITRE.

- A quantified perspective to improve the real-time visibility of a company's overall

cybersecurity. - Employing automation in highlighting security issues to limit the possibility

of a breach using breach-likelihood prediction.
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Subscribers (801) helps organizations measure and

mitigates 

enterprise-wide cyber risk in real-

time using it’s ML enabled API-First

SAFE Platform by
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